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About

Combining efficiency, capital strength, and strategic focus, Superior Energy Services supports its brands so that they can maintain growth and operational excellence.
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Rentals

From premium tubulars to highly specialized downhole tools and accessories, Superior companies can help you meet safety, efficiency, and sustainability goals.
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Well Services

Superior companies have a long reputation for providing the industry with specialized solutions for drilling, production, completion and decommissioning.
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Investors

Combining financial discipline with corporate services expertise, Superior maintains a strategy focused on businesses critical to our customers' success.
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Sustainability

From ESG compliance to our Target Zero safety system, Superior's commitment to sustainable operations is enterprise-wide and based on our Shared Core Values.
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Creating a Culture of Strong Governance


Our commitment to our stakeholders is tied to our Shared Core Values, consistent decision-making, and our resolution to do the right thing in all our dealings.

We believe it's our obligation to conduct business with the highest level of ethics and integrity and to do so with regular, transparent communication with stakeholders. With experienced leadership, we understand that strong governance is foundational to our operational excellence.

With this mindset, we prioritize worker safety, environmental stewardship, zero tolerance for discrimination and harassment, and corporate responsibility in the communities where we work and live.

All Superior employees have a responsibility to be alert for any behaviors or activities that violate our Shared Core Values to help protect co-workers and the Company's good name. We offer employees a number of options to report any such suspected violations.

Additionally, it's incumbent upon us to help suppliers and business partners understand our expectations and act in a way that's consistent with our standards and policies.
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Our Board of Directors

Superior is led by a seven-member Board of Directors, providing extensive expertise in industries including oil and gas, oilfield services, financial, and industrial engineering.

The current Board consists of:

	Michael Y. McGovern, Executive Chairman
	Brian Moore, President and Chief Executive Officer
	Joseph Citarrella
	Daniel E. Flores
	Ian Foster
	Julie J. Robertson
	Krishna Shivram
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Corporate Governance Resources

Review Superior’s governance-related policies and statements here.

	Our Anti-Corruption and Bribery Policy
	Our Slavery and Human Trafficking Statement
	Our Conflict Minerals Policy
	Our Data Protection Policy
	Our Commitment to Data Protection
	Our Audit Committee Charter
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Learn More About Our Sustainable Operations

Contact Superior Now
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Connect


1001 Louisiana Street 
Suite 2900 
Houston, TX 77002

P: +1 713 654 2200
F: +1 713 654 2205
Email: Contact@superiorenergy.com
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